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From the Chair,
Are you confused with all of this climate change “waffle”? I know I am!
It has made me wonder what the world would be like now if we were still
ploughing with oxen which are ruminants and, we are now told exhale
dangerous gases through their mouths.
Perhaps the inventors of the tractor and other mechanical items saved
the world from these horrible dangers; this is just my food for thought.
Back to the present and, I want to say how much I enjoyed the Working
Day at Grove Farm Great Henny on October 3rd. I really want to say a
big “thank you” to all involved in the setting up and running the event,
you all gave 100% plus.
The weather for the Working Day on Sunday was great but the Tractor
Run, organised by Ken Bailey on Saturday was to say the least a bit
damp, to say the least but well done Ken for organising the run.
The weekend raised £875 for the Essex and Herts Air Ambulance
thanks to all your and visitors generous donations.
We have now had three club nights since we started regular
meetings again and, I must say, I was disappointed with the attendance
at the first two but, in October we seemed to be back to almost the
normal number of members.
This will be my last chat before Christmas and I hope to meet you all at
the AGM in January which I will Chair for the last time before I step
down. I am still going to carry on with my membership but I think it’s time
for a new start.
I have enjoyed my time as Chair and I wish my successor and the new
Committee all the best.
Whatever you do between now and the AGM please don’t ignore the
various forms and questionnaires which have arrived with this magazine
Best wishes and Happy Christmas.

Bryan
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From the Editor,
The year is now drawing to a close and the full effect of the
pandemic is, I believe, still to be fully realised. We all know
about the changes we have undergone in the certain
knowledge we will never get back to a pre-covid way of life.
Many consequences are still being felt and this includes the
way we socialise, not just visiting the local pub but the way
groups gather together for a hundred different reasons. It is
noticeable in the decline of members attending clubs such as
ours. The FMPS is typical of clubs everywhere, not just those
relating to our particular interest in old machinery but to
everything from camera clubs, local history, and any interest
you can mention, they are all suffering from a lack of attendees
at meetings. Before Covid we, and other clubs, mainly had a
buoyant membership and enjoyed well attended meetings and
events. In recent times, and I speak of the FMPS, the meeting
attendance has been very poor and at times has been an
embarrassment when a speaker/presentation has been
arranged.
Have we all fallen into a different routine and way of life over
the past two years I wonder? Have interests moved in a
different direction or, is it a case of simply “can’t be bothered”?
To help understand and hopefully gain some answers we have
included a “tick box” questionnaire on the back of the 2022
membership renewal form which accompanies this magazine.
Please take a few minutes to complete this and when we
receive your form the questionnaires will be analysed and the
results presented to the Committee.
The questionnaire is really only relevant to members within
East Anglia as it mentions things such as “convenience of
location” for meetings and events.
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We have members spread across Britain from Lands End to
John O’ Groats (quite literally) as well as our friends across the
Irish Sea therefore; you will understand that a member in
Aberdeen would not find our meetings in Halstead, Essex,
convenient !
This coming year there will be changes within the Society in as
much as the Chairman is standing down after several years in
the “top job” to allow someone to come in with a fresh
approach. As with most clubs and of course many businesses,
it is understood a change at the top is required under the terms
of the Constitution or Articles of Association to keep the
thinking fresh and dynamic. Bryan has done a sterling job and
we wish him well with the many other interests he has.
We will also be saying goodbye to John Court the Treasurer
later next year or sooner if a new Treasurer is appointed. John
has agreed to bring the new person fully up to speed with the
Society’s finances and accounts. This very responsible job is,
by all accounts, (excuse the pun) not too daunting once up and
running. You do not need to be an accountant but you will need
to be computer literate and well organised. Contact John if you
think this might be for you.
John has also been temporary secretary for several years, not
sure how long you can be “temporary” but whatever the answer
we will need a more permanent secretary. Again, contact John.
It just remains for me to wish you all a Very Happy Christmas
and may everyone have a really good New Year.
May we all get back to whatever is now “normal” and live our
lives in a world with Covid, but to not let it beat us.
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2022 Events
Rallies, Shows, Working Days, Crank Up’s or
anything of interest to our members.
In the past we have published details of future
events of interest but in these uncertain times we
are now asking for input from members for events in
your area which are most likely to go ahead next
year.
If you know of any events that are planned then
please let us know and these will be published in the
March 2022 magazine.

email details to:- fmps@btinternet.com
Post:- FMPS, 4 Tye Lane, Willisham, Ipswich,Suffolk.
IP8 4SR
Phone 07340 781621
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FMPS Working Day and Tractor Run
October 2nd – 3rd
From the editor

Saturday started with a look at the weather forecast as the sky
was grey and threatening, it was very likely to dampen the
proceedings but not our spirits. As the tractor run was due to
leave Grove Farm Great Henny at 10am I thought it best to
make an early start. I was not involved with the run but I
planned to take photographs of the departure and then later,
give a hand with setting out the working day planned for
Sunday.

Ken Bailey, the tractor run organiser, leading the way from Grove Farm.

Once the tractor run was on its way the decision was made to
crack on with erecting a fence for the stationary engines and
then move on to marking the ploughing plots. Mark Cracknell,
our host marked the end limits of the plots with a plough,
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remarkable straight lines on a field of just under a mile in length
and then the “gang” set to with a large bundle of stakes to mark
the corners. Having never undertaken this job before I was not
entirely sure what I could do to help, as it was I had the best job
of the day driving Mark’s quad bike with a trailer full of the
required equipment. On such a large field I was eternally
grateful to be driving instead of walking.
True to forecast the rain came but only when we were just
about finished, it turned out to be the right decision to make an
early start instead of the planned 2pm. Although unplanned we
had sufficient helpers to complete the job at the earlier time.
Of course the intrepid tractor run drivers were caught in the rain
but as the plan was to stop at the Henny Swan for lunch I
suspect a bit of rain was of no consequence.
The tractor run was organised by Ken Bailey, one of our
Committee members, and despite the weather and the fact it
was the first run to be held in conjunction with the Working Day
the turn out of ten tractors was pleasing. Originally Ken had
sixteen booked in but the less hardy were put off by the
weather forecast. Everybody agreed it was good fun and very
worthwhile and will be repeated in 2022. No entry fee was
asked for but contributions for the Essex and Herts Air
Ambulance were made and along with collection boxes being
left at the Swan a useful amount of money was raised (more
about this later in this write up)
The rain continued for the remainder of Saturday and some
doubts were expressed about the feasibility of the ploughing
being possible the following day. Our host Mark, the farm’s
owner, did not share the concerns saying the field in question
would take the rain without a problem. He was of course right.
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Sunday dawned with sunshine and a gentle drying breeze and I
headed off to Henny. At the time we were in the midst of the
media frenzy around fuel shortages and my tank was much
lower than was comfortable but near to my home is a small
independent filling station which as I approached I could see
was open and without queues, having been looking for diesel
all week it had to be worth stopping and, yes, they had diesel.
To me, this was a good start to the day as I was able to buy
enough fuel to keep me going; now to Henny feeling much
happier.
Arriving at Grove Farm I could already see a lot of activity with
tractors being unloaded and already some of the stationary
engines were unloaded and set up just waiting for the crank up
time of 10am. One by one the working tractors assembled on
the meadow adjacent to the ploughing field. It was agreed to
not start working until the allotted time to give the ground
another hour or so to dry a little; this appeared to be absolutely
the way forward as by 10am the conditions appeared almost
perfect when everyone moved on to the marked out plots.

Some of the working tractors waiting for the “off”
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David Hunt with his Standard Fordson and trail plough
Image courtesy of Nicola Riley

This being the first FMPS working day since Covid disrupted
our lives there was a really good turnout of ploughmen with
their machines. I thought I would have a count up for the
records but it proved to be less easy than you might imagine
with tractors spread over a vast field, some hidden from site,
some in the farm yard still unloading and some on the adjacent
meadow. However, I counted 30 and in total I feel sure we had
a few more, probably 35. Considering the Saturday weather
which brought a little doubt in some quarters this was a very
pleasing number and a little up on past years. I did hear a
comment there were no crawlers and only two trailed ploughs.
Definitely no crawlers and I am unable to confirm the lack of
trailed ploughs but thinking back and looking at the photos of
the day I think it is probably right.
Surprisingly the number of stationary engine was less than
previous working days but still enough to draw interest.
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Some of the
stationary
engines on
display.

Quite an
unusual
engine being
a Hobbs,
which was
built in
Frome.
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The working day is primarily staged for the benefit of tractor
owners who, in some cases, have few opportunities to actually
work their machines. It is a fun day and not by any stretch of
the imagination a ploughing competition. Complete novices are
especially welcome to come and have a go. There are of
course some real experts as well and the mix always make the
day interesting. Nor is the day just about farm machinery,
anything and everything is welcome and usually some very
non-farm related vehicles/exhibits turn up. This year a beautiful
pair of model T Fords, a Willys Jeep and a miniature steam
engine joined us. (as well as my Triumph TRW motorcycle)

The model T
Fords and the
Willys Jeep
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The Grandsons on
board my Triumph
TRW

The weekend was a great success and drew in many public
from the surrounding villages and some from further afield
including Nicola and Mark Riley photographers from
Chelmsford. Nicola provided me with some great images, some
of which I will use to update the Society website.
As is our usual practice no fees were charged either to enter
the road run or working day and no charge was made to the
public. However, contributions were encouraged in aid of the
Essex and Herts Air Ambulance and the weekend raised a very
creditable £875 which I am sure will provide a little help
towards keeping the service in the air. The FMPS stand all
expenses such as insurance, toilet hire etc from club funds
which meant every penny went to the Air Ambulance.
Overall the weekend was very well received by all who
attended and it is hoped, with kind permission of the Cracknell
family, we may all meet at Grove Farm again next year.
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Annual General Meeting
January 26th 2022
Support the Society, have your say, all
posts up for re-election.
Please take a few minutes to read the documents
accompanying this magazine.
Financial Statement/Accounts.
A statement of the Society income and expenditure over the
past financial year.
Should you have any questions or require clarification of any
points please contact John Court.
Nomination Form.
This form is to allow you to either nominate a person or apply
yourself for any position within the Society. Please complete
and forward to John Southall.
This year we will be electing a new Chairman and Treasurer.
Also, there is a vacancy on the Committee.
Membership Form
Complete this form with all relevant details to ensure
membership of the Society for 2021. Payment by BACS is
preferred but of course cheque, Postal Order or even Cash will
be acceptable. Sorry, no Card payments. Remember SAE.
Contacts:

(use email if possible)

John Court:- courtj106@aol.com
John Southall:- fmps@btinternet.com
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01394 448492
07340781621

FMPS Treasurers Report.
November 2020 to October 2021
The Society’s income is predominantly through
membership and so was down again this year. I think
many potential members were waiting until Covid 19
restrictions were lifted completely while others monitored
the exhibiting scene in general and didn't renew their
membership.
Magazine costs were lower, only due to the reduced
number of members requiring them, quality was not
compromised.
We only had two speakers this financial year after
shutdown was lifted, consequently the cost was minimal.
Meeting venue costs were already covered as rent was
paid for the whole of last year but that not used was
carried over.
The same cannot be said for the insurance, but it had to
be paid, as did the website costs.
The Gt. Henny tractor run and working day breaks
down as:- £192 for toilets hire and £39 for equipment and
the associated insurance of £41 is separately listed .
The Rally expense shown of £220 is the cost to hire a skip
and take away for recycling the plastic chairs which were
beginning to show signs of deterioration. Before they
failed and caused injury it was decided to clear them.
Originally these were hired for our rallies but when the
hirer stopped FMPS bought his stock and stored them at
Grove Farm for use at subsequent rallies.
Talk of an internet bank continues, but I will not be
progressing with it as I intend to finish as Treasurer at
financial year end October 2022. As soon as the
replacement Treasurer starts they can set it up and control
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it thereby avoid signature and hand-over work. Any
volunteers that need information to take on the position
please do not hesitate to call me.
This financial year is based around exceptional events
and drawing any meaningful conclusions from the
accounts for projections would not be wise.
Your Secretary Reports
The outcome of what was a 'virtual AGM' 2021 to ensure
we could continue can be condensed into:Committee re-submitted to stand January to December
2021
Bryan Mills - Chairman
Brian Mansfield- Vice Chairman, Committee member
John Court - Treasurer, Temp Secretary, Committee
member.
Terry Angland- Committee member
Ken Bailey,,
David Cope,,
David Hunt,,
Mike Mills,,
Arthur Catling volunteered to stand as a Committee
member so is included in procedure.
There were no objections and a submission of support for
all Committee members standing again and the new
volunteer effectively seconded the committee listed above.
One question was raised requesting elaboration of
accounts sheet. This was done and appeared in the
March 2021 magazine.
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Two Wheel Memories:- BSA C10
or Fordson E27N/P6

By Martin Day.

Continuing the story from the June Magazine.
After removing only the first of the major components the extent
of mend and make do became apparent. As with all projects of
this nature, the further you go the greater the need to go further
to find a sound basis to begin the rebuild! The decision made
itself, start with a freshly painted frame and tin work and build
up from this. These were stripped back to bare metal together
with the wheels, oil tank and tool box, primed, undercoated and
gloss painted in one pack or synthetic paint. This I have mixed
locally and generally find it is set sufficiently to handle carefully
the next day. All the spraying was done under ideal weather
conditions, dry, warm and with no wind the finish of the gloss
coat being particularly pleasing.
Opening the workshop door the next day it quickly became
apparent that the paint was as wet as when left the day before.
I’ve had synthetic paint take several days to dry when applied
in the depths of winter, but not in ideal conditions. I abandoned
the paint work to dry and concentrated on checking the engine,
rebuilding the dynamo and sorting out and replacing the
numerous incorrect nuts, bolts, washers and set screws ready
for the rebuild.
After two weeks, the paintwork was still not dry enough to
handle - back to the supplier. After a positive discussion they
reluctantly agreed that when mixing they might not have added
the hardener to the paint. So returning home with a
replacement supply of paint I began the whole painting process
again!
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This time after twenty four hours, I was adding components to a
frame coated in dry paint. Engine in, having been previously
decoked with dynamo refitted, gearbox in having been cleaned,
kick start lever seen to operate correctly and gear change
leaver returning to the middle position. The oil tank, tinwork and
wheels followed a new Lucas wiring harness, voltage regulator,
battery and ignition switch enabled a speedy completion of the
reinstatement of fully working electrics.
The seat I had previously recovered purchasing a pre-cut foam
base and cover from the specialist, demonstrating the art of
seat recovering in the TV series The Motor Bike Show with
Henry Cole.

New exhaust fitted oils and petrol replenished, the moment of
truth, time to start the engine. Fourth kick and it bust into life
running well. Off the stand and a test ride around the lawn, utter
horror and despair, yes the gear change lever moved up and
down and returned to the central position, but it did not and
would not select a gear!
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If only when on the bench I had checked that gears were being
selected and not just assumed that if the gear change lever
was moving correctly gears were being selected. My immediate
reaction was that the gearbox would need to be removed and
rebuilt, but experience has taught me in such circumstances it
is best to close the workshop door walk away and apply
thought and consideration to the problem before undertaking
major action.
Having done this, returning the next day I drained the gearbox
oil and refilled with a mixture of compressor oil and kerosene
and left for twenty four hours then I started the engine and tried
to select a gear, no success, then setting the engine to a high
idle speed and without disengaging the clutch applied pressure
to the gear change leaver by hand, after several attempts gears
began to grate and grind and then I had a gear, soon followed
by a full set.
Drain and refill with oil and I was then away at full speed
around the rear lawn, my normally full on Fox Red Labrador
retreating to the safety of the house, he knew a dangerous
situation was unfolding in front of him as speeds began to
increase beyond the capabilities of the elderly rider.
Next the open road, not what it used to be! Braking had to be
planned well in advance and whilst I remembered that in the
1960’s I had a top speed of some thirty five miles an hour I was
now reminded that I was riding in a much faster and less
tolerant world, indeed at times I believed I was a target for
impatient motorists.
I was reflecting on my experiences and coming to the
conclusion that memories are perhaps best left as such, when
unexpectedly I received a telephone call from a former work
colleague and fellow enthusiast based in Yorkshire. Ringing to
tell me that a friend of his was having to sell, sadly due to his
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rapidly deteriorating health his restored 1951 Fordson E27n
with original factory fit P6 engine, a local tractor with full history
and largely original, was I interested? The resulting action of
this telephone conversation some members will understand,
others including I fear the editor, will not.

I was introduced to the world of traction engines via a Saturday
job in the 1960’s working for a then local agricultural machinery
dealer who had owned and operated some twenty steam
powered threshing sets and fifteen steam rollers having at my
time of joining just one road roller remaining, but was still
undertaking repair work for private owners. This meant that I
was immersed in the disappearing world of a company set up
to operate, repair and maintain this machinery, but was also
18

now fully engaged in selling and repairing the modern
agricultural machinery of the day. Several of the drivers were
still employed having adapted to other roles having been
offered their engines at the scrap value of the day of £35, all
had declined and the engines had gone for scrap.
As a child, having seen the local village contractor arriving at
the next door with his threshing set pulled and powered by his
E27n TVO Major, I had long considered a realistic traction
engine substitute for me being the purchase of a Fordson
E27n, but with ideally a factory fit Perkins P6 engine. Sadly
current market trends had taken them beyond my reach, until
now.
After several phone conversations, I learnt from the owner a
former engineering company proprietor that he would only sell
to an enthusiast, this was of greater importance to him than the
price it would obtain on the open market.

A deal was done and in order to meet the sale price the BSA
the only non-agricultural related machine in the workshop had
to be quickly sold. Sad, but I do now have an excellent P6
engined E27n in the workshop, with fully working hydraulics,
pulley. PTO and high top gear, original registration number, and
full history, Buff Log Book and copies of previous V5’s.
Now in contact with the earlier owner who undertook the
restoration work I have learnt that as part of it, he fully rebuilt
the engine and fuel system as he wanted easy starting and
reliability. This he had had for the ten years he spent attending
local Yorkshire ploughing matches and agricultural shows, with
the cups to prove it! As he put it “until the beast became too
heavy to steer due to my advancing years.”
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This time, no restoration needed just a few cosmetic and
electrical corrections.

Since these photos were taken Martin has tracked down a
complete and genuine lighting set which at the time of writing is
in the process of being checked over and fitted. Editor.
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For Sale and Wanted
Free to a good
home
Firestone 4 ply
crossply remould,
10 -28
Terry Angland,
07867 334084
( Suffolk )

Free to a good
home
Firestone
Radial 7000,
11.2 R 28
Terry Angland,
07867 334084
( Suffolk )
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For Sale and Wanted
Shed/Workshop Free to a good home

"Free to a good home:Shed 4.9m x 3.1m, sides
2m high, apex 2.75m
(16ft x 10ft) (6ft 6” high)
Needs new roof and a good
paint but is still dry inside
and serviceable.
Collector dismantles, it will
flatpack onto a standard car
trailer.
Terry Angland,
07867 334084" Suffolk,
A man can never have too
many sheds ! (editor)
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A little Christmas Present?
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FMPS Meetings / Visits

Meetings 2022
Annual General Meeting
January 26th 2022

All positions are up for re-election
Be there ! Get involved !

Support your Society.
Always check the WEBSITE
www.fmps.org.uk
for meeting updates.
This magazine is also available to read on the
website along with back copies for the past year

Deadline for next Magazine February 15th 2022

Christmas Greetings

